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Abstract
To the eye of the world, the farewell for King Bhumibol consisted of royal ceremonies of splendour, pomp and pageantry, interlaced with close-ups of kneeling and crying people, dressed in black and holding portraits of the king. This presentation will focus on other rituals organized throughout the year of mourning between the king’s death and his cremation. My argument is twofold. First, these rituals were part of a well-orchestrated effort to implement a policy of mourning, intended to present the Thai nation with an image of itself as unified in grief and love for their great monarch. In this image, there is no place for the conflicts that deeply divide Thai society. Second, the mourning period and its rituals served as a substrate on which the new reign could manifest itself in public space. The new royal presence, as I will show, unfolds itself in a subtle manner, using a moral aesthetic of innocence and cuteness as if to veil the militaristic power behind it.
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